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Abstract. It is well known that for irreducible, square-integrable representa-
tions of a locally compact group, there exist so-called admissible vectors which
allow the construction of generalized continuous wavelet transforms. In this
paper we discuss when the irreducibility requirement can be dropped, using a
connection between generalized wavelet transforms and Plancherel theory. For
unimodular groups with type I regular representation, the existence of admis-
sible vectors is equivalent to a finite measure condition. The main result of this
paper states that this restriction disappears in the nonunimodular case: Given
a nondiscrete, second countable group G with type I regular representation
λG, we show that λG itself (and hence every subrepresentation thereof) has
an admissible vector in the sense of wavelet theory iff G is nonunimodular.
Introduction
This paper deals with the group-theoretic approach to the construction of con-
tinuous wavelet transforms. Shortly after the continuous wavelet transform of
univariate functions had been introduced, Grossmann, Morlet and Paul estab-
lished the connection to the representation theory of locally compact groups [11],
which was then used by several authors to construct higherdimensional analogues
[18, 5, 4, 10, 13].
Let us roughly sketch the general group-theoretic formalism for the construction
of wavelet transforms. Given a unitary representation π of the locally compact
group G on the Hilbert space Hπ , and given a vector η ∈ Hπ (the representation
space of π), we can study the mapping Vη, which maps each φ ∈ Hπ to the bounded
continuous function Vηφ on G, defined by
Vηφ(x) := 〈φ, π(x)η〉 .
Whenever this operator Vη is an isometry ofHπ into L
2(G), we call it a continuous
wavelet transform, and η is called wavelet or admissible vector. The construc-
tion has also been studied in mathematical physics, where admissible vectors are
known under the name coherent states.
Note that by its very definition a wavelet transform is an intertwining opera-
tor between π and λG, the left regular representation. The observation made in
[11] was that admissible vectors always exist, when π is (unitarily equivalent to)
an irreducible subrepresentation of the regular representation of G. Such represen-
tations are usually called “square-integrable” or “discrete series representations”.
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This covers both the standard continuous wavelet transform on L2(R), where the
underlying group is the affine group of the real line, and the windowed Fourier (or
Gabor) transform, based on an irreducible representation of the Weyl-Heisenberg
group.
While this formalism is flexible enough to allow for a variety of transforms (as
documented by the above cited higherdimensional analogues), several approaches
exist to construct transforms in more general settings: On the one hand, the square-
integrability requirement can be replaced by square-integrability on quotients (see
the book [1] for an exposition of these techniques).
On the other hand, certain nonirreducible representations have been considered
as well [12, 14], indicating that the irreducibility requirement can be weakened. An-
other step in this direction is taken in the paper [15], which studies in full generality
the quasiregular representation of a semidirect product Rn ⋊H on L2(Rn), where
H is a closed matrix group, with the aim of establishing admissibility conditions.
[15] gives an almost complete characterization of the matrix groups H for which
an admissible vector exists; only for a small part of those groups the quasiregular
representation is in fact irreducible.
These examples indicate a growing interest in wavelet transforms arising from
reducible representations, and they serve as motivation for this paper. We give a
complete characerization of the subrepresentations of the left regular representation
of a locally compact group allowing admissible vectors, whenever the regular repre-
sentation is type I. The criteria are given in terms of the Plancherel measure of the
group. Since we are dealing with subrepresentations of the regular representation, it
seems quite natural to employ the decomposition of the regular representation into
irreducibles, that is, the Plancherel decomposition. The connection was already
noted by Carey [6], but had not been further pursued. To motivate the approach
via Plancherel theory, let us consider the following toy example:
Example 0.1. Let G = R, and let H ⊂ L2(R) be a translation-invariant closed
subspace. Then there exists a measurable subset U ⊂ R such that
H = {f ∈ L2(R) : f̂ vanishes outside U} .
The admissible vectors are easily identified with the aid of the Fourier transform:
For η, φ ∈ H we have Vηφ = φ ∗ η˜, with η˜(x) = η(−x), and hence V̂ηφ(ω) =
φ̂(ω)η̂(ω). Thus, η is admissible for H iff |η̂(ω)| equals one almost everywhere on
U , and such vectors exist iff U has finite Lebesgue measure.
Another observation will be useful for the following: Denote the restriction of
the regular representation to H by π and let π̂ denote the representation obtained
by conjugating π with the Fourier transform, so that π̂ operates on L2(U) by
π̂(x)f(ω) = eiωxf(ω). If we choose two vectors η, φ ∈ L2(U), then we see that
(Vηφ)(x) =
∫
U
φ(ω)η(ω)e−iωxdω ,
i.e., in this realization of the representation, the wavelet transform is just a special
instance of Fourier inversion.
It turns out that this argument generalizes almost verbatim to the case of uni-
modular locally compact groups with type I regular representation. Just as for
G = R, the Plancherel decomposition of such a group allows
• direct access to all invariant subspaces of L2(G);
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• to convert convolution operators to pointwise multiplication operators; and
thus:
• to construct admissible vectors on the Plancherel transform side; and finally:
• to classify the subspaces having admissible vectors by a finite measure condi-
tion.
The classification of the subspaces with admissible vectors can be found in Theorem
1.6 below. The only price we have to pay for passing from abelian to non-abelian
unimodular groups is that irreducible representations are no longer onedimensional.
Hence we have to deal with multiplicities in the Plancherel decomposition, and to
replace scalar multiplication on the Fourier side by operator multiplication.
However, when we consider nonunimodular groups, the situation changes drasti-
cally. The complications arise from the family of unbounded operators intervening
in the Plancherel transform, the so-called Duflo-Moore or formal degree opera-
tors. These operators also show up in the decomposition of convolution operators.
However, it turns out that their unboundedness can be exploited to construct ad-
missible vectors for arbitrary subrepresentations of the regular representation. This
includes the regular representation itself, and in fact it is enough to concentrate on
this case. These will be the main results of this paper:
Theorem 0.2. Let G be nonunimodular with type I regular representation λG.
Then λG has an admissible vector.
Corollary 0.3. Let G be nonunimodular with type I regular representation. A rep-
resentation π of G has admissible vectors iff π is equivalent to a subrepresentation
of λG.
Proof. Only the “if”-part remains to be shown. So letHπ ⊂ L
2(G) be a leftinvariant
subspace. Let g be an admissible vector for the regular representation, provided by
Theorem 0.2. If P denotes the projection into Hπ, then Pg is an admissible vector
for Hπ, since Vgf = VPgf , for all f ∈ Hπ .
Theorem 0.2 is all the more surprising, as the contrary is proved for unimodular
groups – excepting the (trivial) case of discrete groups – with great ease, and
without the use of Plancherel theory:
Proposition 0.4. Let G be a unimodular group, such that λG has an admissible
vector. Then G is discrete.
Proof. Suppose g is an admissible vector. Then Vgf = f ∗ g˜, and the adjoint of
Vg is given by Vg˜, where g˜(x) = g(x−1), which defines an L
2 function (here we use
unimodularity). Hence, for every f ∈ L2(G), f = Vg˜(Vgf), and the right-hand side
is a continuous function. Hence for every L2-function f there exists a continuous
function which coincides with f almost everywhere. But then G is discrete.
For unimodular groups with noncompact connected component, we can sharpen
the proposition some more: From [3, Theorem 1.3], follows that if H ⊂ L2(G) has
an admissible vector, then H contains no nontrivial elements supported in a set of
finite measure.
The proof of the proposition in fact shows that, for any admissible vector g for
the regular representation of an arbitrary locally compact group G, g˜ cannot be
in L2(G). This indicates that the direct construction of admissible vectors will be
difficult; for one thing, admissible vectors are not compactly supported.
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Let us fix some notation: G denotes a locally compact, second countable group.
Its left Haar measure is denoted by µG, L
2(G) is the corresponding L2-space. λG
and ρG are the left respectively right regular representation; we always assume
that λG is type I. ∆G denotes the modular function of G. Representations are
always understood to be strongly continuous and unitary. Ĝ denotes the space of
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G endowed with the Mackey
Borel structure. We will not explicitly distinguish between representations and
equivalence classes.
For a separable Hilbert space H, we let dim(H) denote its Hilbert space dimen-
sion. B2(H) denotes the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H. The norm on
B2(H) is denoted by ‖ · ‖2. The usual operator norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖∞. If an
operator A is densely defined on H and has a bounded extension to all of H, we
denote this extension by [A], and we say that “[A] exists”.
1. Plancherel Theory
In this section we give a short account of Plancherel theory, which we then use
to reduce the problem of finding admissible vectors to the construction of certain
operator fields. The starting point for the definition of the Plancherel transform is
the operator valued Fourier transform on L1(G). Given f ∈ L1(G) and σ ∈ Ĝ, we
define
F(f)(σ) := σ(f) :=
∫
G
f(x)σ(x)dµG(x) ,
where the integral is taken in the weak operator sense. As direct consequences of
the definition we have ‖σ(f)‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖1 and σ(f ∗ g) = σ(f) ◦ σ(g).
The Plancherel transform is obtained by extending the Fourier transform from
L1(G) ∩ L2(G) to L2(G). The non-unimodular part of the following Plancherel
theorem is due to Duflo and Moore [8, Theorem 5], whereas the unimodular version
may be found in [7].
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a second countable locally compact group having a type-I
regular representation. Then there exists a measure νG on Gˆ and a measurable
field (Cσ)σ∈Gˆ of selfadjoint positive operators with densely defined inverse, with the
following properties:
(i) For f ∈ L1(G) ∩ L2(G) and νG-almost all σ ∈ Gˆ, the closure of the operator
σ(f)C−1σ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on Hπ.
(ii) The map L1(G) ∩ L2(G) ∋ f 7→ ([σ(f)C−1σ ])σ∈Ĝ extends to a unitary equiva-
lence
P : L2(G)→ B⊕2 :=
∫ ⊕
Gˆ
B2(Hσ)dνG(σ) .
This unitary operator is called the Plancherel transform of G. It inter-
twines the two-sided representation λG × ρG with
∫ ⊕
Gˆ
σ ⊗ σdνG(σ).
(iii) G is unimodular iff almost all Cσ are scalar multiples of the identity oper-
ator. In this case we fix Cσ = IdHσ , and then the measure νG is uniquely
determined.
In the following f̂ denotes the Plancherel transform of the L2-function f ; in
particular in the non-unimodular case it should not be confused with the Fourier
transform. Note that our terminology differs in two ways from [8]: We denote the
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closure of an operator A by [A], and we use slightly different operators. Our Cσ
and the operators Kσ in [8] are related by Cσ = K
−1/2
σ .
In the nonunimodular case, almost every Cσ is an unbounded operator (this will
become clear in Section 2 below), and it is only fixed up to a constant multiple. Since
there is apparently no natural choice of normalization, there is also no canonical
choice of the measure νG, which is only unique up to equivalence.
A further important feature of the Plancherel transform is the decomposition
of intertwining operators: If T : L2(G) → L2(G) is a bounded operator which
commutes with left translations, then there exists a measurable field of bounded
operators (Tσ)σ∈Ĝ with ‖Tσ‖∞ uniformly bounded, such that
T =
∫ ⊕
Ĝ
IdHσ ⊗ TσdνG(σ) .
This applies in particular to the projection onto invariant subspaces. The obvious
analogue for the right action of G holds as well.
As explained earlier we are interested in constructing admissible vectors on the
Plancherel transform side. Hence it is necessary to have a pointwise Fourier inver-
sion formula. The following theorem is proven in [2]. It can be seen as a generaliza-
tion of [16, Theorem 4.1], or as the nonabelian analogue of the following simple fact
from abelian Fourier analysis: Given an L2-function f whose Plancherel transform
fˆ is in L1, then, pointwise almost everywhere, f equals the Fourier transform of
˜ˆ
f .
Theorem 1.2. Let A ∈ B⊕2 be such that for almost all σ ∈ Gˆ, A(σ)C
−1
σ extends to
a trace-class operator. Suppose moreover that the mapping σ 7→ tr(|[A(σ)C−1σ ]|) is
in L1(Gˆ, dνG). Let a ∈ L
2(G) be the inverse Plancherel transform of A. Then we
have (almost everywhere)
a(x) =
∫
Gˆ
tr([A(σ)C−1σ ]σ(x)
∗)dνG(σ) .
Remark 1.3. Let us now briefly explain how wavelet transforms associated to ir-
reducible representations relate to Plancherel transform. So let π < λG be an
irreducible subrepresentation, we may assume that π is also used in the Plancherel
deomposition. Then νG({π}) > 0, and by suitably normalizing the operator Cπ we
can assume that νG({π}) = 1. As is well-known, the admissible vectors are those
in dom(Cπ). So let η ∈ dom(Cπ), and associate to φ ∈ Hπ the rank-one operator
Aπ = φ ⊗ Cπη. If we denote by A ∈ B
⊕
2 the operator field which is Aπ at π and
zero elsewhere, we find that Theorem 1.2 is applicable and gives for the inverse
Plancherel transform a of A
a(x) =
∫
Gˆ
tr([A(σ)C−1σ ]σ(x)
∗)dνG(σ)
= tr((φ⊗ Cπη)C
−1
π π(x)
∗)
= tr(φ⊗ π(x)η)
= 〈φ, π(x)η〉
= Vηφ(x) .
Hence A = (Vηφ)
∧, and the isometry properties of Vη are easily recognised as special
instances of the unitarity of Plancherel transform.
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For multiplicity-free representations, this way of arguing can be immediately
generalized, and one obtains admissibility conditions which are fairly easy to han-
dle. The multiplicity-free case covers for instance the quasi-regular representations
of semidirect products of Rk with a closed matrix group, acting on L2(Rk). In
particular the results obtained in [12, 14] can be interpreted under this perspective.
But also for representations with multiplicities, in particular the regular repre-
sentation itself, one can derive sufficient admissibility conditions, which reduce the
construction of admissible vectors to the construction of certain operator fields.
This is the subject of the next lemma.
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that g ∈ L2(G) is such that [gˆ(σ)∗Cσ] exists, for almost every
σ ∈ Gˆ, and that the mapping σ 7→ ‖[gˆ(σ)∗Cσ]‖∞ is bounded νG-almost everywhere.
Then, for all f ∈ L2(G), Vgf ∈ L
2(G), and
(Vgf)
∧
(σ) = fˆ(σ)[gˆ(σ)∗Cσ] .
Proof. For f ∈ L2(G), consider the measurable field of operators (A(σ))σ∈Gˆ, defined
by A(σ) = fˆ(σ)[gˆ(σ)∗Cσ]. Then, by the boundedness condition, A ∈ B
⊕
2 . Moreover
[A(σ)C−1σ ] = fˆ(σ)gˆ(σ)
∗ exists and defines a field of trace class operators with
integrable trace class norm. Hence we may apply the inversion formula and obtain
for the inverse Plancherel transform a of A:
a(x) =
∫
Gˆ
tr(fˆ(σ)gˆ(σ)∗σ(x)∗)dνG(σ) = 〈f, λ(x)g〉 .
Lemma 1.4 gives a sufficient criterion for admissibility: We have to construct
(A(σ))σ∈Gˆ ∈ B
⊕
2 in such a way that B 7→ B[A(σ)
∗Cσ] defines an isometry in
B2(Hσ), for almost every σ ∈ Gˆ. The latter is easily seen to be equivalent to the
fact that [A(σ)∗Cσ]
∗ is an isometry. The inverse Plancherel transform of such an
operator field is then the desired admissible vector. At this stage, the effect of
nonunimodularity becomes visible: In this case there is a chance that such Hilbert-
Schmidt operators A(σ) exist, because Cσ is unbounded. In the unimodular case
the Cσ disappear, and thus A(σ) has to be both Hilbert-Schmidt (in particular
compact) and an isometry, which only works if Hσ is finite-dimensional.
Now let us consider the unimodular case. Before we prove the criterion which
generalizes the toy example from above, we need a converse of Lemma 1.4. The
statement is very intuitive and most likely well-known, but it seems to us that a
rigorous proof is necessarily somewhat technical, due to the fact that the Plancherel
transform of an arbitrary L2-function is known only almost everywhere, unlike the
Fourier transform.
Lemma 1.5. Let G be unimodular. If g ∈ L2(G) is such that Vg is a bounded
operator on L2(G), then ‖ĝ(σ)‖∞ is bounded νG-almost everywhere, and we have
for all f ∈ L2(G)
(Vgf)
∧(σ) = f̂(σ)ĝ(σ)∗ (νG − almost everywhere) .
Proof. The operator Vg commutes with left translation and hence has a decompo-
sition
Vg =
∫ ⊕
Ĝ
IdHσ ⊗AσdνG(σ) ,
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with a field (Aσ)σ∈Ĝ of essentially uniformly bounded operators. Of course the aim
is to show that Aσ = ĝ(σ)
∗ νG-almost everywhere. For this purpose let (fn)n∈N ⊂
L1(G)∩L2(G) be a sequence with dense span in L2(G). Then, since the Plancherel
transform also intertwines the representations of the convolution algebra L1(G)
arising from the left action of G, we have for all n ∈ N that
f̂n(σ)Aσ = (Vgfn)
∧(σ) = (fn ∗ g˜)
∧(σ) = σ(fn)ĝ(σ)
∗ = f̂n(σ)ĝ(σ)
∗ ,
for all σ belonging to a common conull subset Σ ⊂ Ĝ. Moreover, possibly after
passing to a suitable conull subset of Σ, we can assume that all Aσ and ĝ(σ) are
bounded, and that the span of {f̂n(σ) : n ∈ N} is dense in B2(Hσ), for every
σ ∈ Σ. But then by the continuity of the operators it follows that Aσ = ĝ(σ)
∗ for
all σ ∈ Σ.
Now we can easily prove the characterization of the subrepresentations of λG
with admissible vectors, when G is unimodular. The statement and its proof are
somewhat similar to [3, Proposition 1.1]; compare also [6, Theorem 2.10].
Theorem 1.6. Let G be unimodular. Let H ⊂ L2(G) be a leftinvariant closed
subspace, and let P denote the orthogonal projection onto H. Then
P =
∫ ⊕
Gˆ
IdHσ ⊗ PσdνG(σ) ,
with a measurable family of orthogonal projections (Pσ)σ∈Gˆ. Then H has admissible
vectors iff almost all Pσ have finite rank and
νH =
∫
Gˆ
dim(Pσ(Hσ))dνG(σ) <∞ .
Every admissible vector g ∈ H fulfills ‖g‖2 = νH.
Proof. For the sufficiency we note that (Pσ)σ∈Gˆ ∈ B
⊕
2 , and we let g be the inverse
Plancherel transform of that. Then Lemma 1.4 shows that P = Vg, which means
that Vg is the identity operator on H, and g is admissible.
Now let g be an admissible vector for H, and define h = g˜ ∗ g. Then we have
P = (Vg)
∗ ◦ (Vg) = Vg˜ ◦ Vg = Vh and h = Vg˜ g˜ ∈ L
2(G) (note that Vg˜ is a bounded
operator on all of L2(G)). Applying Lemma 1.5 first to Vh and then to Vg˜ yields
Pσ = ĥ(σ)
∗ = ĝ(σ)∗ĝ(σ) ,
νG-almost everywhere. Hence
‖g‖2 =
∫
Gˆ
tr(gˆ(σ)gˆ(σ)∗)dνG(σ)
=
∫
Gˆ
tr(gˆ(σ)∗gˆ(σ))dνG(σ)
=
∫
Gˆ
dim(Pσ(Hσ))dνG(σ) .
The number νH is the “total Plancherel measure” associated to the representa-
tion λG|H. This terminology expresses the fact that in calculating νH, each repre-
sentation occurring in the direct integral decomposition of λG|H into irreducibles
is weighted by its multiplicity, and then integrated against Plancherel measure.
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Combining Proposition 0.4 and Theorem 1.6, we find that for nondiscrete uni-
modular groups the total Plancherel measure of the regular representation itself is
always infinite. We expect that this has already been noted elsewhere; it can also be
derived from the results in the paper by Ludwig and Arnal [3], where the quantity
νH is studied in the context of the so-called qualitative uncertainty property.
2. Proof of Theorem 0.2
Throughout this section G is nonunimodular.
We shall now construct the operator field (gˆ(σ))σ∈Gˆ with the sufficient proper-
ties derived from of Lemma 1.4. For this purpose a more detailed knowledge of
the operators Cσ and the representations involved is indispensable, and it can be
obtained by considering the closed normal, unimodular subgroup G0 := Ker(∆G).
We denote the quotient G/G0 by Γ and endow it with the quotient topology. It is
thus algebraically (but usually not topologically) isomorphic to some subgroup of
(R+, ·). By abuse of notation, the canonical embedding of Γ in R+ is also denoted
by ∆G.
The main idea pursued in Paragraph 6 of [8] is to perform a Mackey analysis of
the group extension G of G0. (A similar approach was taken by Tatsuuma [19].)
This means that information on the orbit space of the natural action of G (actually,
Γ) on the dual Ĝ0 is utilized to derive the Plancherel theory of G from that of the
unimodular subgroup G0.
This approach results in a fairly explicit description of the objects involved. More
precisely, there exists a Γ-invariant Borel subset U ⊂ Ĝ0, which has the following
properties:
(i) It is νG0-conull in Ĝ0; here νG0 is the Plancherel measure of G0. The quotient
space U/Γ is a standard Borel space. (This follows combining [8, Theorem 6,
1.], [8, Lemma 13] and [8, Corollary 1 to Theorem 6].)
(ii) For every σ ∈ U , IndGG0σ ∈ Ĝ [8, Theorem 6, 1.]. Hence Γ operates freely on
the orbit Γσ [8, Lemma 7].
(iii) Define V := {IndGG0ρ : ρ ∈ U}, then V is a Borel subset of Gˆ and standard
[8, Theorem 6]. By Mackey’s theory V is canonically identified with the orbit
space U/Γ, and this identification is a Borel isomorphism [8, Lemma 13].
Moreover there exists a Borel cross section τ : V → U , such that Γ × V ∋
(γ, σ) 7→ γτ(σ) ∈ U is a Borel isomorphism [8, Proof of Prop. 10]. In
particular U is standard as well, and hence τ(V ) is standard [17, Theorem
3.2].
Using the Borel isomorphism, we transfer the mapping (γ, σ) 7→ ∆G(γ)
−1/2
to U and thus obtain a measurable function ψ on U . Then ψ obviously fulfills
ψ(γρ) = ∆G(γ)
−1/2ψ(ρ), for all ρ ∈ U .
(iv) The Plancherel measure is supported by Ind(U), and can be obtained from
the Plancherel measure of G0 by measure disintegration.
More precisely: Plancherel measure on V ∼= U/Γ is obtained from a mea-
sure disintegration along Γ-orbits, as pointed out in [8, Theorem 6, 3.]: Since
Γ operates freely, each orbit Γτ(σ) can be endowed with the image µΓτ(σ)
of Haar measure under the projection map γ 7→ γτ(σ). Then there exists a
unique measure νG on V such that
dνG0(ρ) = ψ(ρ)
−2dµΓτ(σ)(ρ)dνG(σ) ;
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the thus found measure νG is the Plancherel measure of G.
Moreover, the operators Cσ can be given explicitly in terms of ∆G. Since
Γ operates freely, we may realize σ = IndGG0τ(σ) on L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)), and
then Cσ is given by multiplication with ∆
−1/2
G :
(Cση)(γ) = ∆G(γ)
−1/2η(γ) ,
and dom(Cσ) is the set of all η ∈ L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)), for which this product is
also in L2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)).
At this point it is easy to see that in the nonunimodular case indeed almost
every Cσ is unbounded.
Now let us construct the operator field. We first give the A(σ) pointwise and
postpone the questions of measurability and square-integrability. Given σ ∈ Gˆ,
A(σ) lives on Hσ = L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)). Pick c > 1 in such a way that {γ ∈ Γ :
1 ≤ ∆
−1/2
G (γ) < c} has positive Haar measure, and define, for n ∈ N, Sn := {γ ∈
Γ : cn ≤ ∆
−1/2
G (γ) < c
n+1}. Let (uσn)n∈N ⊂ L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)) be an orthonormal
basis. Moreover let (vσn)n∈N ⊂ L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)) be a sequence of unit vectors with
supp(vσn) ⊂ Sn. Define the linear operator A(σ) by
A(σ)(uσn) := ‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1vσn .
Then, since ‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖ ≥ c
n, A(σ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In addition,
CσA(σ) is an isometry, since A(σ) maps Hσ into dom(Cσ), and CσA(σ) maps the
orthonormal basis (uσn)n∈N to the orthonormal system (v
σ
n)n∈N. Finally, A(σ)
∗Cσ
has a continuous extension: To see this, let f ∈ dom(Cσ). f decomposes in the
orthogonal sum f = g +
∑
n∈N fn, where fn has support in Sn, and g vanishes on
the Sn. By assumption, ∆
−1/2
G f ∈ L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)). The operator A(σ)
∗ is given
by
A(σ)∗(vσn) = ‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1uσn
A(σ)∗(w) = 0 , whenever w⊥{vσn : n ∈ N}
Hence
A(σ)∗Cσf =
∑
n∈N
〈∆
−1/2
G fn, v
σ
n〉‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1uσn .
Since ∆
−1/2
G ≤ c
n+1 on the support of fn, we have ‖∆
−1/2
G fn‖ ≤ c
n+1‖fn‖. On the
other hand, ‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1 ≤ c−n, hence ‖A(σ)∗Cσf‖ ≤ c‖f‖, which means that
[A(σ)∗Cσ] exists. Thus A(σ) is as desired.
Let us next address the measurability requirement: With respect to direct in-
tegrals, we use the terminology of [9]. Clearly it is sufficient to show that the
orthonormal basis (uσn)n∈N and the images (‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1vσn)n∈N can be chosen
measurably, that is, for each n ∈ N, (uσn)σ∈V and (‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n‖
−1vσn)σ∈V are mea-
surable vector fields.
First of all, since τ(V ) is standard, there exists a measurable realization of the
family (τ(σ),Hτ(σ))σ∈V [17, Theorem 10.2]. This means that there exist vector
fields ((eσk )σ∈V )k∈N, such that for almost all σ ∈ V , (e
σ
k )k∈N is total in Hτ(σ), and
the mappings σ 7→ 〈eσk , e
σ
m〉 as well as σ 7→ 〈e
σ
k , τ(σ)(g0)e
σ
m〉 are measurable, for all
n,m ∈ N and all g0 ∈ G0. The measurability of any vector field is equivalent to
the measurability of its scalar products with the eσk . Without loss of generality, we
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may assume in addition that, for νG-almost every σ, the first dim(Hτ(σ)) vectors
are an orthonormal basis of Hτ(σ) [9, 7.29, 7.30]. Let (an)n∈N be any orthonormal
basis of L2(Γ), then (ane
σ
k)n,k is an orthonormal basis of Hσ = L
2(Γ, dµΓ;Hτ(σ)),
except for the zero vectors belonging to the indices k > dim(Hτ(σ)). This family
makes (Hσ)σ∈V a measurable field of Hilbert spaces, and we are going to ensure
measurability of the operator fields with respect to this structure.
In order to construct the measurable family (uσn)n,σ of orthonormal bases, we
proceed as follows: First note that the sets Vℓ := {σ : dim(Hτ(σ)) = ℓ}, for ℓ ∈
N ∪ {∞}, are Borel sets [17, Theorem 8.7]. On each Vℓ, pick a fixed bijection
sℓ : N × {1, . . . , ℓ} → N (where {1, . . . ,∞} := N). Then letting u
σ
sℓ(n,k)
:= ane
σ
k ,
for σ ∈ Vℓ, removes the zero vectors. Moreover, on each Vℓ, the measurability is
easily checked, and this is sufficient.
For the construction of the vn we pick any family (bn)n∈N ⊂ L
2(Γ) of unit vectors,
such that bn is supported in Sn. Moreover, let (ξ
σ)σ∈V be a measurable field of
unit vectors ξσ ∈ Hτ(σ), and define v
σ
n = bnξ
σ. Then
σ 7→ 〈‖∆
−1/2
G an‖
−1vσn , ane
σ
k 〉 = ‖∆
−1/2
G an‖
−1〈bn, an〉〈ξ
σ , eσk〉
is measurable by the choice of the ξσ. Thus we can construct the operator field in
a measurable way.
Finally, let us provide for square-integrability. For this purpose we observe that
we may assume the constant c picked above to be ≥ 2, and then ‖A(σ)‖22 < 2.
Moreover, if we shift the construction in the sense that uσn 7→ ‖∆
−1/2
G v
σ
n+k‖
−1vσn+k,
for k > 0, we obtain ‖A(σ)‖22 < 2
1−k, while preserving all the other properties
of A(σ). With this in mind, we can easily modify the construction to obtain an
element of B⊕2 : Since G is separable, νG is σ-finite, i.e., Gˆ =
⋃
n∈N Σn with the Σn
pairwise disjoint and νG(Σn) <∞. Shifting on Σn by kn ∈ N with νG(Σn)2
−kn <
2−n ensures square-integrability without destroying measurability. (The latter is
obvious on Σn.) Hence we are done, noting that the shifting argument also yields
the following fact which sharpens the contrast to the unimodular case, where for a
given representation the length of admissible vectors is fixed.
Corollary 2.1. There exist admissible vectors with arbitrarily small or big norm.
3. Concluding remarks
The main purpose of this paper was to establish a link between generalized
wavelet transforms and Plancherel theory, and to demonstrate the power of the
approach via the existence theorem for admissible vectors. It is quite obvious that
for a concrete situation the abstract approach does not automatically give access to
the construction of admissible vectors. It can be difficult to establish the fact that a
given representation is contained in the regular representation, and even when that
is known, obtaining explicit knowledge of the decomposition of the representation
under the Plancherel transform might turn out to be another serious obstacle.
Nevertheless, the approach yields a new perspective on the construction of wavelet
transforms, and there are concrete cases where the link to Plancherel theory can be
established. A family of examples are the semidirect productsG = Rn⋊H , and their
quasi-regular representations already mentioned in the introduction, and studied,
with increasing generality, in the papers [18, 12, 14, 4, 10, 15]. In these cases both
the decomposition of the quasi-regular representation and the Plancherel theory of
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G can be computed explicitly, and it is instructive to view the various admissibility
conditions derived for those groups in the light of the abstract approach. We intend
to discuss this point in more detail in a further publication.
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